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Bayesian Brain: Probabilistic Approaches to Neural Coding (Computational Neuroscience)MIT Press, 2006

	A Bayesian approach can contribute to an understanding of the brain on multiple levels, by giving normative predictions about how an ideal sensory system should combine prior knowledge and observation, by providing mechanistic interpretation of the dynamic functioning of the brain circuit, and by suggesting optimal ways of deciphering...
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Real AnalysisAmerican Mathematical Society, 2005

	This book is written by award-winning author, Frank Morgan. It offers a simple and sophisticated point of view, reflecting Morgan's insightful teaching, lecturing, and writing style. Intended for undergraduates studying real analysis, this book builds the theory behind calculus directly from the basic concepts of real numbers, limits, and...
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From Embryology to Evo-Devo: A History of Developmental EvolutionMIT Press, 2007
Choice Outstanding Academic Title, 2007.
  
  Although we now know that ontogeny (individual development) does not actually recapitulate phylogeny (evolutionary transformation), contrary to Ernst Haeckel's famous dictum, the relationship between embryological development and evolution remains the subject of intense...
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The Role of Labour Mobility and Informal Networks for Knowledge TransferSpringer, 2004
The purpose of this volume is to analyze the microfoundations of knowledge spillovers. The microeconomic analysis of spillovers leads to the insight that the spillover and flow of knowledge is not at all automatic. Instead, this volume suggests that a filter exists between knowledge and its economic application. The focus of this volume is on...
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Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogame CriticismMIT Press, 2006
"Bogost challenges humanists and technologists to pay attention to one another, something they desperately need to do as computation accelerates us into the red zones of widespread virtual reality. This book gives us what we need to meet that challenge: a general theory for understanding creativity under computation, one that will apply...
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Hackers: Heroes of the Computer RevolutionDelta, 1985
Steven Levy's classic book explains why the misuse of the word  "hackers" to describe computer criminals does a terrible  disservice to many important shapers of the digital revolution. Levy  follows members of an MIT model railroad club--a group of brilliant  budding electrical engineers and computer innovators--from the late  1950s to...
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Foundations of Machine Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning series)MIT Press, 2012

	This graduate-level textbook introduces fundamental concepts and methods in machine learning. It describes several important modern algorithms, provides the theoretical underpinnings of these algorithms, and illustrates key aspects for their application. The authors aim to present novel theoretical tools and concepts while giving concise...
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Everyday Information: The Evolution of Information Seeking in America (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2011

	All day, every day, Americans seek information. We research major purchases. We check news and sports. We visit government Web sites for public information and turn to friends for advice about our everyday lives. Although the Internet influences our information-seeking behavior, we gather information from many sources: family and friends,...
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Inhabited Information Spaces: Living with your DataSpringer, 2004
In this book you will find some examples of work in particular from the Inhabited Information Spaces Grouping. It is interesting to see how some of these ideas are still “futuristic” and others have started to become part of mainstream thinking and made their way into products.
 
 Some people say that you can find...
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C# PreciselyMIT Press, 2004
This book describes the programming language C# (pronounced “c sharp”), version 2.0. It is a quick reference for the reader who has already learnt or is learning C# from a standard textbook and who wants to know the language in more detail. It should be particularly useful for readers who know the Java programming language and who want...
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Coding Places: Software Practice in a South American City (Acting with Technology)MIT Press, 2012

	Software development would seem to be a quintessential example of today's Internet-enabled "knowledge work"--a global profession not bound by the constraints of geography. In Coding Places, Yuri Takhteyev looks at the work of software developers who inhabit two contexts: a geographical area--in this case, greater Rio de...
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2D Object Detection and Recognition: Models, Algorithms, and NetworksMIT Press, 2002
This book is about detecting and recognizing 2D objects in gray-level images. Howare
models constructed? Howare they trained? What are the computational approaches to
efficient implementation on a computer? And finally, how can some of these computations
be implemented in the framework of parallel and biologically plausible neural...
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